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EIN LITER RIESLING TROCKEN

”Uncomplicatedly pleasant”

Story Braun Riesling Trocken is a versatile and approachable wine,
sourced from the renowned slopes of Rheinpfalz. Its crisp acidity imparts the
perception of a very dry wine, but a touch of residual sugar adds a gentle
quality, making it enjoyable and allowing it to complement dishes with salt and
spices as a food-friendly wine. An everyday wine, suitable for various
occasions, it maintains a high level of quality with pure and expressive
aromatics. The one-liter bottle size adds to its generous character. Suitable for
vegans.

Producer Weingut Braun was established in Meckenheim when
the family businesses of the current owners' grandparents merged in the
1970s. The Ellerstadt and Meckenheim estates did not need to ponder a
combined name, as both parties bore the surname Braun, despite not being
related. The foundational values of Weingut Braun in winemaking revolve
around the perspective of nature and respect for the environment, essential
elements in producing both everyday wines and distinctive premium wines. "It
is a joy to make wine that you fully stand behind but also love to enjoy
yourself. We live for and through wine." The wine selection at Weingut Braun is
impressively extensive. In addition to Rheinpfalz white wines, the range
includes red wines, rosés, and sparkling wines, featuring familiar varieties like
Riesling and Müller-Thurgau alongside several lesser-cultivated grapes in the
region, such as Cabernet Sauvignon and Sankt Laurent.

COLOR Pale yellow color.

AROMA Citrus, green apple, and herbal notes are perceptible.

TASTE Dry, pleasantly acidic, well-defined, and easily approachable.

TIPS FOR USE Riesling Trocken is suitable as an aperitif, social wine,
pairing with salads or pasta dishes, and, of course, with light appetizers. It
also complements well the flavors of Asian cuisine

WINE TYPE White wines
GRAPES Riesling 100%
MANUFACTURER Weingut Braun
ALCOHOL CONTENT 12%
SUGAR CONTENT 7,3 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Screw

cap
BOTTLE SIZE 1 l
PRODUCT
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